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1 Introduction

The separation properties in closure spaces were introduced by E.Čech [2].
According to him any point x can be separated by distinct neighbourhoods in
a regular space. In a paper on biclosure spaces [3] the authors have proved
results concerning pairwise T0, T1, T2 quasi Hausdorff and Uryshon space.
R.Gowri and G.Jegadeesan [8] discussed some properties of separation axioms
on soft Čech closure spaces and also studied the relation between soft Čech
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closure space (FA, k) and those in the associated soft topological space (FA, τ).
The present paper is devoted to study of some higher separation properties of
soft Čech closure space.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we recall the basic definitions of soft Čech closure spaces.

Definition 2.1 Let X be an initial universe set, A be a set of parameters.
Then the function k : P (XFA

)→ P (XFA
) defined from a soft power set P (XFA

)
to itself over X is called Čech Closure operator if it satisfies the following
axioms:
(C1) k(∅A) = ∅A .
(C2) FA ⊆ k(FA).
(C3) k(FA ∪GA) = k(FA) ∪ k(GA).
Then (X, k,A) or (FA, k) is called a soft Čech closure space.

Definition 2.2 A soft subset UAof a soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to
be soft k-closed (soft closed) if k(UA) = UA.

Definition 2.3 A soft subset UA of a soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said
to be soft k-open (soft open) if k(UC

A ) = UC
A .

Definition 2.4 A soft set Int(UA) with respect to the closure operator k is
defined as Int(UA) = FA − k(FA − UA) = [k(UC

A )]C. Here UC
A = FA − UA.

Definition 2.5 A soft subset UA in a soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is called
Soft neighbourhood of eF if eF ∈ Int(UA).

Definition 2.6 If (FA, k) be a soft Čech closure space, then the associate soft

topology on FA is τ =
{
UC
A : k(UA) = UA

}
.

Definition 2.7 Let (FA, k) be a soft Čech closure space. A soft Čech
closure space (GA, k

∗) is called a soft subspace of (FA, k) if GA ⊆ FA and
k∗(UA) = k(UA) ∩GA, for each soft subset UA ⊆ GA.

3 Some Separation Axioms in Soft Čech

Closure Space

In this section, we introduce and characterise some higher separation axioms
in Soft Čech closure spaces.
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Definition 3.1 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to be soft quasi
regular if for every soft point (x, u) and soft closed set VA not containing (x, u),
there exists soft open set UA such that (x, u) ∈ UA and k[UA] ∩ VA = ∅A.

Definition 3.2 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to be soft semi regular
if for every soft point (x, u) and soft closed set VA not containing (x, u), there
exists soft open set UA such that VA ⊂ UA and (x, u) /∈ k[UA].

Definition 3.3 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to be soft pseudo
regular if it is both soft quasi regular and soft semi regular.

Definition 3.4 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to be soft regular
if for every soft point (x, u) and soft closed set VA not containing (x, u),
there exists soft open sets UA and WA such that VA ⊂ UA, (x, u) ∈ WA and
UA ∩WA = ∅A.

Example 3.5 Let the initial universe set X = {u1, u2} and E = {x1, x2, x3}
be the parameters. Let A = {x1, x2} ⊆ E and FA = {(x1, {u1, u2}), (x2, {u1, u2})}.
Then P (XFA

) are F1A = {(x1, {u1})} , F2A = {(x1, {u2})} , F3A = {(x1, {u1, u2})} ,
F4A = {(x2, {u1})} , F5A = {(x2, {u2})} , F6A = {(x2, {u1, u2})} ,
F7A = {(x1, {u1}), (x2, {u1})} , F8A = {(x1, {u1}), (x2, {u2})} ,
F9A = {(x1, {u2}), (x2, {u1})} , F10A = {(x1, {u2}), (x2, {u2})} ,
F11A = {(x1, {u1}), (x2, {u1, u2})} , F12A = {(x1, {u2}), (x2, {u1, u2})} ,
F13A = {(x1, {u1, u2}), (x2, {u1})} , F14A = {(x1, {u1, u2}), (x2, {u2})} ,
F15A = FA, F16A = ∅A.

An operator k : P (XFA
)→ P (XFA

) is defined from soft power set P (XFA
)

to itself over X as follows.
k(F1A) = k(F2A) = k(F3A) = F3A, k(F4A) = k(F5A) = k(F6A) = F6A,
k(F7A) = k(F8A) = k(F9A) = k(F10A) = k(F11A) = k(F12A) = k(F13A)
= k(F14A) = k(FA) = FA, k(∅A) = ∅A.
Here, the Soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is soft regular.

Theorem 3.6 Every soft subspace of a soft regular space is also soft regular.

Proof. Let (FA, k) be a soft regular Čech closure space. Let (GA, k
∗) be soft

subspace of (FA, k). Let (x, u) ∈ FA and VA be soft k∗ − closed set in GA.
Therefore VA = LA ∩GA, where LA is soft k − closed in FA. Since, (FA, k) is
soft regular, there exist soft k − open sets UA and WA such that LA ⊂ UA,
(x, u) ∈ WA and UA ∩WA = ∅A.Therefore, there exist k∗ neighbourhood
UA ∩GA of VA(= LA ∩GA) and k∗ neighbourhood WA ∩GA of (x, u) such that
(UA ∩GA) ∩ (WA ∩GA) = ∅A. Thus (GA, k

∗) is also soft regular.
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Theorem 3.7 If (FA, τ) is soft regular, then (FA, k) is also soft regular.

Proof. Let (FA, τ) be soft regular. Then for each soft point (x, u) in FA

and each soft τ − closed set VA not containing (x, u), there exists soft τ − open
sets UA and WA such that (x, u) ∈ WA, VA ⊂ UA and UA ∩WA = ∅A. Since,
soft neighbourhood in (FA, τ) is also a soft neighbourhood in (FA, k). UA and
WA are soft neighbourhoods of VA and (x, u) in (FA, k) respectively such that
UA ∩WA = ∅A. Therefore, (FA, k) is also soft regular.

Theorem 3.8 In a soft Čech closure space (FA, k), every soft closed subspace
of a soft pseudo regular space is also soft pseudo regular.

Proof. Let (FA, k) be a soft pseudo regular Čech closure space. Let (GA, k
∗)

be soft closed subspace of (FA, k). Let VA be k∗ soft closed in GA. Then VA is
k soft closed in FA. Let (y, u) ∈ GA be a soft point not in VA. Since, (FA, k)
be a soft pseudo regular, there exist soft open sets UA of VA and WA of (y, u)
such that (y, u) ∈ WA, k[WA] ∩ VA = ∅A and VA ⊂ UA , (y, u) /∈ k[UA]. Then,
UA∩GA and WA∩GA are k∗ soft open sets of VA and (y, u) in GA respectively
such that (y, u) ∈ WA ∩ GA, k∗[WA ∩ GA] ∩ VA = ∅A and VA ⊂ UA ∩ GA,
(y, u) /∈ k∗[UA ∩GA]. Thus (GA, k

∗) is soft pseudo regular.

Theorem 3.9 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is soft quasi regular iff for
each soft point (x, u) ∈ FA and soft k − open neighbourhood UA of (x, u),
there exists a soft k − open neighbourhood VA of (x, u) such that
(x, u) ∈ VA ⊆ k[VA] ⊆ UA.

Proof. Let (FA, k) be soft quasi regular. Let (x, u) ∈ FA and UA be
soft k − open neighbourhood of (x, u). Then FA − UA is soft k − closed.
Since, (FA, k) is soft quasi regular, for each soft point (x, u) in FA and
soft k − closed set FA − UA, there exists a soft k − open set VA such that
(x, u) ∈ VA and (FA − UA) ∩ k[VA] = ∅A. Therefore, k[VA] ⊆ UA.
Thus (x, u) ∈ VA ⊆ k[VA] ⊆ UA. Conversely, suppose the condition holds.
Let (x, u) in FA and UA be soft k − closed set not containing (x, u) in FA.
Then (FA − UA) is soft k − open set containing (x, u). That is (FA − UA) is
soft k − open neighbourhood of (x, u). Therefore, there exists a soft k − open
set VA such that (x, u) ∈ VA ⊆ k[VA] ⊆ FA − UA. That is (x, u) ∈ VA and
k[VA] ∩ UA = ∅A. Therefore, (FA, k) is soft quasi regular.

Definition 3.10 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to be soft semi
normal, if for each pair of disjoint soft closed sets UA and VA , there exists a
soft open set WA such that UA ⊂ WA and k[WA] ∩ VA = ∅A or there exists a
soft open set LA such that VA ⊂ LA and k[LA] ∩ UA = ∅A.
If both conditions hold, then (FA, k) is said to be soft pseudo normal.
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Definition 3.11 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to be soft normal,
if for each pair of disjoint soft closed sets UA and VA, there exists disjoint soft
open sets LA and WA such that UA ⊂ LA and VA ⊂ WA.

Theorem 3.12 If (FA, τ) is soft normal, then (FA, k) is also soft normal.

Proof.The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 3.7.

Theorem 3.13 In a soft Čech closure space (FA, k), every soft closed
subspace of a soft normal space is also soft normal.

Proof.The proof is similar to proof of theorem 3.8.

Theorem 3.14 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is soft normal implies that
given soft closed set UA and soft open set VA such that UA ⊆ VA, there exist
soft open set LA and soft closed set GA such that UA ⊆ LA ⊆ GA ⊆ VA.

Proof.Let (FA, k) be soft normal checkCech closure space. Let UA ⊆ VA,
where UA is soft closed set and VA is soft open set. Therefore,
UA ∩ (FA − VA) = ∅A and (FA − UA) is soft closed. Therefore, there exist soft
open sets LA and WA such that UA ⊆ LA, FA − VA ⊆ WA and LA ∩WA = ∅A.
FA − VA ⊆ WA ⇒ FA −WA ⊆ VA. LA ∩WA = ∅A ⇒ LA ⊂ FA −WA ⊆ VA.
Also, UA ⊆ LA ⊆ FA −WA ⊆ VA. If we take FA −WA = GA, then GA is soft
closed set. Thus we have, UA ⊆ LA ⊆ GA ⊆ VA.

Definition 3.15 A soft Čech closure space (FA, k) is said to be completely soft
normal if for each pair of disjoint soft closed sets UA and VA in FA, there exist
soft open sets LA, GA such that UA ⊆ LA, VA ⊆ GA and k[LA] ∩ k[GA] = ∅A.

Theorem 3.16 If (FA, k) is completely soft normal then it is soft normal.

Proof. If (FA, k) is completely soft normal Čech closure space. Let UA

and VA are any two disjoint soft closed sets. Since, (FA, k) is completely soft
normal, then there exist soft open sets LA, GA such that UA ⊆ LA, VA ⊆ GA

and k[LA] ∩ k[GA] = ∅A. By the axiom of soft Čech closure space, we have,
LA ∩GA = ∅A. Thus, (FA, k) is soft normal.

Theorem 3.17 If (FA, k) is completely soft normal then every soft subspace
is soft normal.

Proof. Let (FA, k) is completely soft normal and (GA, k
∗) be subspace. Let

UA and VA are any two disjoint soft closed sets in (GA, k
∗). Then

UA = MA ∩ GA and VA = NA ∩ GA, where MA and NA are soft closed
sets in (FA, k).Then, there exist LA and WA soft open sets in FA such that
MA ⊆ LA ,NA ⊆ WA and LA ∩WA = ∅A. This implies MA ∩GA ⊆ LA ∩GA,
NA ∩GA ⊆ WA ∩GA and (LA ∩GA)∩ (WA ∩GA) = ∅A. Thus, (GA, k

∗) is soft
normal.
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